MV REEF ENDEAVOUR
7 Night Yasawa Island Discovery Cruise
Dive Sites information

SATURDAY
Nuku-I-Mana Cay: (Introductory +)
An easy wall dive in clear blue water with lots of reef fish & a wide range of colourful hard corals. Top of the reef is a colourful safety stop.
Schools of parrotfish and fussilier are about and scorpionfish have been spotted. It’s a great refresher dive. A sandy bottom begins at
20m. (Max depth: 12m, 18m)
SUNDAY
Supermarket: (Open Water/Advanced+)
6 words. Sharks. Wall. Coral. Current. Fish... Everywhere. (Max depth: 12m, 18m, 30m) (Dive dependant on ideal and safe diving
conditions)
Monuriki Wall: (Introductory +)
A well-defined drop-off wall on Tom Hanks “Castaway Island” with the sandy bottom at 20m surrounded by pretty coral and reef life
and a slight surge to play in. Search for the little and the colourful hidden in the corners and cracks of the wall’s openings. Average
visibility is 15m+ (Max depth: 12m, 18m)
Monuriki Beach: (Introductory+)
Shore entry onto a sandy slope with partial wall and small bommies. Plenty schools of parrotfish, damselfish, fussilier and snapper,
butterflyfish, angelfish and trumpetfish. A wonderworld for first timers! (Max depth: 12m, 18m)
Monuriki Point: (Introductory+)
A gentle slope with good visibility to the sandy bottom. Stay close to the reef and hunt for dartfish, mantis shrimp, nudibranches and
blennies and gobies. Some running current at the point of the reef brings in mackerel and jacks and on the reeftop watch the palette
surgeonfish (Dori) sway with the surge. (Max depth: 12m, 18m)
MONDAY
AM Sacred Island Point: (Introductory +)
This is a slow slope/wall dive around irregularly shaped rock formations. Gulleys, crags and contours make this an enjoyable, easy drift
dive while watching patches of yellow soft coral sway and the reef fish dart about. Look for the elusive black cowrie shell slugs covering
their shell. (Max depth: 12m, 18m)
PM Sea Fan Slope: (Introductory +)
A short 5 minute ride to this site displaying a forest of gorgonian sea fans jutting out from the side and bottom of the reer. From the
sandy bottom to the 5m reef top safety stop you’ll agree the fish life is good and diverse. This dive site may experience strong currents.
(Max depth: 12m, 18m)
Gorgonian Fan Wall: (Open Water/Advanced+)
Entry is on the lee side of this submerged reef to drift with the current. Visibility is usually clear and you may notice the fans and whips
and dartfish, groupers, fusiliers and plenty of butterfly and angelfish around to keep your eyes engaged. Also seen are spotted eagle rays,
emperor shrimp and sharks. Have a great dive. (Max depth: 12m, 18m, 30m)
The dives listed are subject to weather conditions and cruise itinerary requirements
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TUESDAY
Raiyawa Wreck: (Advanced +)
A 30m long deep wreck off Tivua. As you slowly descend the mooring line, the colour of the water turns greenish, then ghostly, and the
hull suddenly appears, waiting for you to explore hidden delights. The groups of snapper, schooling bannerfish, spadefish, the fusiliers, all
make for the adrenaline rush. Hunt for nudibranches. (Max depth: 30m)
Tivua Jetty: (Introductory)
A great personal introduction to what diving is about. Bommies, hard corals, baby fish, a clam cage and maybe a stingray sleeping in the
sand. Effortless - just breath and watch the ocean world go by. (Max depth: 12m, 18m)
WEDNESDAY
AM Brothers Beach: (Introductory)
A shallow drop off away from the beach, keeping the reef on your left and notice small bommies full of blue-green chromis and blackbar
damselfish swimming in and out of the coral. Slowly the slope become larger and we notice a deeper seabed, while a slight current may
keep you from having to fin! Remember to watch the sands for sleeping rays. (Max depth: 12m, 18m)
Brothers Outer Reef: (Open Water/Advanced +)
Submerged sloping reef to a sandy bottom with plenty table, brain and staghorn coral. Visibility is good to very good and toward the end
of the dive, a few beautiful bommies show up to make a lasting impression with the fusilier swimming left and right. We know a few
Humphead wrasse may come by to say Bula! (Max depth: 12m, 18m, 30m)
PM Gunu Point: (Introductory +)
This slope is chock full of tropical fish and carpets of yellow soft coral. Wind about the rounded reef edges and discover whats under this
and over there. Do not forget to look up, it’s a wonderful view. If this is your first dive, it won’t be your last! (Max depth: 12m, 18m, 30m)
THURSDAY
Sawa I Lau Cave Drop: (Introductory +)
Roll back into the shallow and immediately notice the colour and variety of the fish and coral. Slowly dive down the bank and begin
searching for any and all sized creatures on top, inside, around, underneath…. An ocean-life scavenger hunt for nudibranchs and
pipefish. (Max depth: 12m, 18m)
Teapot: (Introductory +)
A wonderful shallow tropical dive into an untouched garden of colour and life. This kind of dive is Zen, relaxing for its gradual drift and
quiet. There may be a ray or shark going by, don’t fall asleep! (Max depth: 12m, 18m,)
Yasawa’s (Atu’s) Pinnacles: (Experienced Open Water/Advanced)
Situated at the base of a cliff edge where a series of pinnacles covered in soft corals, sea fans and sponges. Littered with small fish and
‘small creatures’ it is a photographers Eden. A stronger current will bring in schools of bait fish…. What is going to be hunting them?
(Max depth: 18m, 30m)

The dives listed are subject to weather conditions and cruise itinerary requirements
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FRIDAY
AM Yaqueta East: Little Rock Island: (Introductory +)
Dive this tropical aquarium in shallow bright sand, flitting from one bommie to another. Muck diving at its best! Follow shell & sea
cucumber tracks in the sand and watch for sleeping rays swimming away. Colourful, easy, relaxing and dazzling.
(Max depth: 12m, 18m)
Yaqueta East: Little Rock Island Bay: (Introductory +)
Descend onto a blue ocean next to a colourful wall and just try to focus on one thing! Almost impossible! Colourful, beautiful, easy. Who
wants the dive to end? (Max depth: 12m, 18m)
Yaqueta West: Beach Passage: (Introductory +)
Clownfish, damselfish, triggerfish and parrotfish mixed in with colorful plate and hard corals. Blue-tipping staghorn is a sign of new life
sprigging back. In the shallows, above, notice more schooling fish, tangs maybe even mackerel. A beautiful evolving reef fit for beginners!
(Max depth: 12m, 18m)
PM BBQ Beach: (Introductory +)
A very easy and good for beginners, this shallow drop off/wall dive if filled with a lot of hard coral bommies, trumpetfish, bannerfish and
moorish idols are all around. Look for the toby, the hiding pufferfish, maybe even a boxfish.
(Max depth: 12m, 18m)
Babylon: (Open Water/Advanced)
An amazing dive of catal limestone walls with a canyon and some open swim through, eye-opening dive for anyone wanting to get serious
about being underwater. The end of the dive opens up to a lovely expanse of fan corals, whips soft & hard corals
(Max depth: 12m, 18m, 30m)
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